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Abstract-A broad survey of the Influence of nonlmedrtty on dlver\e phenomend m classIcal electro- 
magnetic theory IS presented with the focus being on the plane wdve-nonlmedr dlelectrlc mterdctlon 
problem and shock formatlon in dlstrlbuted parameter trdnsrmsslon Imes, connectlons with recent work 
m the ared of quasdmedr hyperbolic systems of bdldnce IdW5 dre emphdsized 
I INTRODUCTION NONLINEAR PHENOMENA IN ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY 
The subject matter of this survey is the mamfestatlon of nonlinear phenomena in a wide vanety 
of problems of electromagnetic theory The specific problems on which we intend to focus 
include shock formation and propagation for plane electromagnetic waves propagating into an 
lsotroplc nonlmear dlelectnc half-space, the possible dlsslpatlve ffects of anisotropy, nonlinear 
conduction, dispersion and relaxation on such wave propagation, and the development and 
propagation of smgulantles m electromagnetic wave propagation in nonlinear dlstnbuted pa- 
rameter transmisston lines 
In earlier work we have studied the problem of shock formation in nondlsslpatlve, non- 
dispersive nonlinear dielectric half-spaces and smgulanty development in rigid, infinite, non- 
linear dlelectnc rods These problems have been treated m Refs 1 and 2 with some of the 
results described m Section 2 below The basic achievement inRef I was to place the problem 
of shock formation within the context of the general theory of homogeneous quasllmear systems 
of hyperbolic conservation laws and thus the approach differs from that taken in earlier work 
by De Martini, Townes, Gustafson and Kelleyl31, Broer[4], Jeffrey[S], Korobemlkov[6], Ka- 
taev[7] and Donato and Fusco[8] In particular, setting the problem wlthrn the context of the 
theory of quaslhnear systems of hyperbolic conservation laws allows for a relatively simple 
transition to the cases where the media is either amsotroplc, and exhibits a small nonlinear 
conduction current, or exhibits dispersive ffects or relaxation phenomena It is shown m Section 
2 that in each of these cases our problem may again be set within the theory of hyperbolic 
conservation laws, the difference with the lsotroplc, nondispersive case being that mhomoge- 
neous terms which are possibly dissipative m nature make their appearance, a chief goal of the 
work described m Section 2 2 will be to examine condltlons under which shocks do or do not 
form and m this regard recent work of Nlshlda[9] and Slemrod[lO] on dlsslpatlve quasllmear 
systems and of Llu[ 111, Dafermos[ 121, and Dafermos and Hslao[ 131 on hyperbolic onservation 
laws with mhomogemclty and dlsslpatlon may prove useful Some interesting recent numerical 
studies by Fisher and Blshel[l4] at LOS Alamos on the interplay between dispersion and 
nonlmeanty for intense plane wave laser pulses are also described m Sectlon 2 2 
In Section 3 we consider the problem of shock formation and propagation m dlstnbuted 
parameter nonlinear transmission lines where one of the parameters C, the capacitance, depends 
on the voltage drop v across the capacitor, this problem has been considered previously by 
Landauer[ 151, Jeffrey[ 161, Rdey[42] and Kataev[7] However, these authors considered pn- 
manly the formation and propagation of Jump dlscontmultles m the first denvatlves of current 
and voltage in the transmission line, nor were these problems previously set within the context 
of the theory of quasilinear systems of conservation laws and such a formulation 1s effected m 
Sectlon 3 where it IS ConJectured that for sufficiently small u-utial gradients of current and 
voltage shocks ~111 not form m a nonlinear transmlsslon line with either nonzero linear resistance 
or leakage conductance, whereas uch shocks will form d these mltlal gradients are sufflclently 
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large Shock formation and propagation i  nonlmear transmission lines IS of some conslderable 
importance for as Kataev[-I] pomts out expenmental tests have shown that such electromagnetic 
shock waves have led to techmcally feasible methods of producmg short current pulses with a 
fast nse time 
Maxwell’s equations, m the absence of free current, free charge, and external magnetl- 
zatlon, have the standard form 
aB 
-= 
at 
-curl E, dlv B = 0, 
aD 
- = curl H, dlv D = 0 
at 
(1 1) 
m some bounded, open domain Sz G R3, where B 1s the magnetic field, H the magnetic intensity, 
E the electnc field and D the electnc induction field (or electnc displacement) The latter field 
1s defined by D = E,,E + P(E) with P(E) being the polanzatlon and e. the permlttlvlty of free 
space In a vacuum, P = 0, H = p{ ‘B, where p. is the permeability of free space and ~0 > 0, 
jfo > 0 satisfy .zojio = c -* In most standard texts on electromagnetic theory only linear con- 
stltutlve relations between P and E (and, hence, between D and E) are consldered, 1 e 
P(E) = (E - co)E, E > c,,, or perhaps, D = EE where E IS a tensor of rank four 
In 1912 Voterra proposed the set of constltutrve relations 
D(x, r) = EE(x, t) + G3’_c@(x, t)), 
B(x, t) = pH(x, t) + 3’-dH,x, t)), (1 2) 
which, though still representing an a pnon separatron of electnc and magnetic effects, are 
sufficiently broad enough to include as special cases the linear, ngld nonconductors of Maxwell 
( 1873)) the Maxwell-Hopkmson dlelectncs (1897) 
D(x, t) = EE(x, t) + &t - s)E(x, T) dT, 
(1 3) 
H(x, t) = ,u-‘B(x, t), 
E > 0, ,u > 0, 4(t), t 2 0, continuous and monotonically decreasing, and special cases of the 
holohedral and hemlhedral lsotroplc dlelectncs introduced by Toupm and Rlvlm[21] m order 
to explam the phenomena of absorbtlon and dispersion of electromagnetic waves m dlelectnc 
matenals All of these special cases refer to lmear theones and are fully discussed m the recent 
monograph by this author[22] 
As 1s clearly mdlcated m Bloembergen[23], nonlinear properties of the constltutlve relations 
D = &(E)E, B = ,u(H)H (1 4) 
have been recogmzed for some time, I e that the dlelectnc constant and magnetic permeability 
can be functions of the field strengths The Importance of nonlmearly m problems of electro- 
magnetic theory 1s also emphasized m Kataev[7] who points out that 
lmeanzatlon of the parameters of a media 1s only a fit approxlmatlon For example, a
lmear relationship between the conduction current and the voltage (Ohm’s law) exists, 
generally speaking, only if a number of condltlons are observed constancy of temperature 
and composltlon of the medmm, and absence of magnetic fields 
The monograph[23] begins with the constltutlve hypothesis (1 4) and most recent attempts 
to prove focusmg of polarized electromagnetic waves propagatmg through a nonlmear dlelectnc 
media have been based on constltutlve hypotheses of this form with ~1 = const and 
e(E) = co + &J/E))*, E,, > 0, Ed > 0 Slmllar constltutlve relations have been employed in the 
work on shock forrnatlon cited m Refs 3-8, e g in Ref 3 the nonlmeanty of the ConstlNtWe 
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relations 1s reflected m the conslderatlon of a material with an mtenslty-dependent i dex of 
refraction and it 1s shown that such dependence tends to distort an optlcal pulse along Its 
direction of propagation thus glvmg nse to pulse self-steepening (optical shock development) 
Other interesting nonlinear problems for dlelectncs which have been treated m recent years, 
and which are based on constltutive relations of the form (1 4), include the work of Kazakla 
and Venkataraman[24] who use the method of charactenstlcs to study the early phases of 
propagation of a large amplitude electromagnetic disturbance m a nonlinear dlelectnc slab 
embedded between two linear dlelectnc media, the work of Venkataraman d Rlvlm[25] who 
present a method for calculatmg the change m amplitudes and phases of harmonics of all orders 
for a plane electromagnetic wave propagating in a nonlinear, nondlsslpatlve, lsotroplc dlelectnc, 
and the work of Rogers, Ceklrge and Askar[26] who apply a modlflcatlon of the Bergman 
integral operator method to a hodograph system descnbmg linearly polanzed plane electro- 
magnetic pulse propagation m a nonlinear dlelectnc, thus obtaining closed form solutions which 
are valid up to the time of shock formation 
2 SINGULARITY DEVELOPMENT IN NONLINEAR MATERIALS 
2 1 Shock formatton m non-dustpatwe, non-dtsperswe lsotroplc media 
We assume Maxwell’s equations have the form (1 1) with conduction vector J = 0 and 
free charge density p = 0 Our constitutlve quations have the form (1 4) We consider a 
linearly polanzed plance wave of the form E = (0, E&X, t), O), D = (0, &(x, t), O), B = (0, 
0, B,(z, t)) and H = (0, 0, Hz(x, t)) propagating mto the region x > 0 occupied by the nonlinear 
medium, m what follows we will drop the subscripts and Just wnte E = E,, D = D,, etc We 
also set C(i) = ~(0, i, 0), p(i) = ~(0, 0, 0, Vi E R’ and assume that 
(MO) ’ 09 am)’ > 0, at least Vi E R’, (2 1) 
I[/ sufficiently small Equation (2 1) suffices to yield local hyperbohclty of the resultmg quas- 
llmear system Substituting the assumed form of the propagating plane wave into (1 l), Max- 
well’s equations reduct to the quasilinear, homogeneous, hyperbolic system 
(2 2) 
with a(E) = l/(E(E)E)‘, b(H) = 11 ($(H)H)’ In all of the previous works which dealt with 
this problem, 1 e Refs 4-8, the system of evolution equations has been expressed m terms 
of E and If, the system (2 2), however, is not m conservation form To rewnte it m conservation 
form we note that 
D= I E di 0 a(i)’ B= (2 3) 
so that D, = E,Ia(E), B, = H,Ib(H) Furthermore, m view of (2 l), the integrals m (2 3) are 
monotone m E and H, respectively, and thus mvertlble Therefore, 3 C, A’? such that E = 
P(D), H = 21‘ (B) The system (2 2) then assumes the form 
D O( B f (2 4) 
where d(D) = E.(D)D, ZTB) = y(B)B and A(D) = lld(&(D)), y(B) = llfi(aB)) &pa- 
tlon (2 4) has the form of a hyperbolic conservation law of the form 
a 
- u, + 
at 
-& f,(u) = 0 
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f(u) = 
For nonmagnetic matenals (p(H) = ,Q,J, ,JY ‘(B) = l/p0 and the system (2 4) has assocmed 
real, distinct elgenvalues 
and associated charactenstlcs defined by the equation dxldt = r., 2(x, t) With (2 4) we associate 
mltlal data of the form D(x, 0) = Do(x), B(x, 0) = B,(x) and we remark that a przorl estimates 
of the type proven by Nuhlda[91 and Slemrod[lO] may be used to show that If & ‘(i) > 0. 
Vc s t I[( IS sufficiently small [a consequence of the defmltlon of P and (2 l)] and /sup D&)l, 
R’ 
lsup B,(x)/ are sufficiently small, then C ‘D(x, t) > 0 for as long as a C’ solution of the IVP 
R+ 
for (2 4) exrsts Thus the charactenstlcs, as well as the Rlemann Invanants given by 
z(D, B) = B + - m ds, @,B) - --&r-d”. 
PO 0 (2 5) 
are well defined It IS a simple matter to show that I) , are constant along their respective 
charactenshcs so that (2 4) IS equivalent to the diagonal system 
r ‘(x, t) = $ - 2,(x, t) E = 2 “(X, ty, t), t) = 0 
+‘(x, t) = $ + d,(x, t) d” 
ax 
= $6, t), f) = 0 
X,(Y, 0) = Y? x2(6, 0) = 6, ‘J, 6 E R’ 
(2 6) 
To this system with associated mltlal data 
etc we may apply the following results on smgulanty development 
(1) (Lax, [271 ) If Do( ) IS penodlc and B. = 0 (where we extend from R+ to R’ by 
penodmty) and G”‘(0) # 0 (genume nonlmeanty) then fimte-time blowup must occur for 
‘x(x, t) = B,(x, t) + L m D&X, t) 
fi 
= -poD,(x, t) + &o m D,(x, t), 
1 e P,, ,)D = (D,, D,) must blow up m finite time and a shock develops Also, If the mltlal 
values differ Me from a constant Lo, Jo, then the time beyond which a smooth solution cannot 
be continued 1s given by 
t max = bud ‘(O)/(m;: DA(x)/& “(O)() 
(2 7) 
(ii) (Klamerman and MaJda[29] ) Suppose that Do( ), B,( ) [and hence zo( ), do( )] have 
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compact support, then any C’ solution of Y ’ = 1 ’ = 0, s t “01 JO E C’ must develop smgu- 
lanties m finite time If & ‘(i) is not constant on any open Interval 
We now descnbe bnefly two results obtained by this author m Ref 2 which are based on 
the above theorems For a nonmagnetlc matenal of the form 
D = (CO + Xo)E + X,E’, B = i@ 
we have E = &D + i,D’ + 1’ (D’) = 6 (D), where &, I., are related to the linear optical 
susceptlblhty X0 and the first nonlmear optical susceptlbdlty X, by & = X,/(E~ + X0), i., = 
-/:/(E~ + X0)3’2 As (J “(0)l = 21) ,I # 0 we may take B(, = 0 and E,,( ) penodlc and apply 
the results of Lax[27] In the MKS system Q,, X0, X, are all of order of magnitude lo-” while 
,u~ 1s of order of magnitude lo-’ Assuming EC1 = sup [E(x, O)l to be of order of magnitude 
R’ 
lo9 volts/meter (as it would be m an intense hghtwave or laser beam) we fmd the approxlmatlons 
L- PO@0 + x0) 1 
t n&ix 512 XI (max Eo)(max EA)’ 
It+ R+ 
abeam = (poxI)-“2(max IEol)-“2, 
R+ 
and 
where s,,, 1s the maximum distance travelled by the beam mto the media until shock formation 
and Co = &/2(&O + X0)/X: 1s a charactenstlc onstant of the particular matenal The above 
expression for s,, compares quite favorably with that denved m Ref [3] especially m as much 
as the two results show that s,,~ is inversely proportional to the largest mltlal gradient of the 
beam (the results m Ref [3] are denved m an entirely different manner) One of the chief 
benefits of writing our system (2 4) m conservation form 1s that we may now apply standard 
results for hyperbolic conservation laws to study the formation and evolution of shocks The 
Rankme-Hugomot condltlons imply, m particular, the possible existence of two shocks with 
speeds ,, sI given by 
(2 8) 
while the Lax k-shock condltlons[30] [which serve as an admlssiblhty cntena to smgle out a 
unique physically realizable weak solution of IVP for (2 4)] reduce to statements that for 
s = s,, s = s, either 
1 
>&> 
1 
t’(k(E-)E_)’ d(W+)E+)’ 
(2 9) 
or 
1 1 - 
V(~(E_)E_)’ 
>v&i>- 
dG(E+)E+)” 
where E_, E, are the respective values of E Just m back of and in front of the shock For 
s = s, it is shown m [l] that only the first of the mequahtles i  apphcable whde for s = sI 
only the second mequality 1s apphcable Furthermore, it 1s shown m [l] that m the important 
special case 
E(E) = co + .s2E2, 60 > 0, E2 > 0, 
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($ ‘(D(i)), 
so that & “(0) = 0 but 6 “(D(c)) # 0 for [ 
be applied and for 
s = s, = ~&“Z(&o +
the admlsslblltty cntena imply that 
# 0, the results of Klamerman and MaJda[29] may 
E*(E\ + (E, + E_)E_))_“? 
2E: - EL > E+E_ > 2E’_ - E; 
from which it follows that E?+ > E?_ for the shock movmg to the nght In an analogous fashion 
we show m [l] that the admlsslblllty cntena Imply that E?_ > El for the shock movmg to the 
left As the local electnc field energy density m the wave given by 
; D(E) * E = ; coE2 + ; czE4, (2 10) 
and energy must be dlsslpated across the shock (Kataev[7]), we conclude that the shock moving 
to the nght with speed s = s. IS not physically realizable 
For the system m nonconservatlon form, 1 e (2 2), It can be shown (Kataev[7], Jeffrey 
and Korobemikov[6]) that there exist sample wave solutions of the form 
E = E,,(x -c vi@jig@t), H = Ho(x + Mt) (2 11) 
For the nonmagnetlc matenal these simple waves propagating m the media assume the form 
E = E,(x 2 &/26@jt), H = H,(x * &-‘/2Y&6t) (2 12) 
It was essentially deduced by Broer[4] by a direct computation based on (2 12) that E,(x, 
t) + 03 aS t --* t* = 2a E* If 2 &* > 0 S t 
\<I sufficiently small, this condltlon IS essentially equivalent o the genuine nonlmeanty as- 
sumptlon Shock development m the more general case (2 11) may be deduced irectly from 
the work of Jeffrey and Korobemtkov[6], 1 e It IS possible to deduce condttlons under which 
E,, H, blow up along the charactenstlcs defined by dxldt = +w by direct dlffer- 
entlatlon of (2 11) and use of the fact that 
(2 13) 
the Rlemann mvanants for this problem, are constant along their respective charactenstlcs 
2 2 Mechanisms for dustpatron anrsotropy and nonhear con&Son, 
dispersion and relaxatron 
With the exception of some rather vague remarks m Broer[4], concemmg the effects of 
dlsperslon on plane wave propagation m lsotroplc nonlmear dlelectncs, the numerical studies 
of Fisher and Blshel[ 141 and Shlmlzu[38], on the interplay between onlmeanty and dlspe.rslon, 
and the effort made m the paper of DeMartml, Townes, Gustafson and Kelley[3] to build an 
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exponential relaxation process mto the light pulse equation, most treatments of wave propagation 
m nonlinear media, to date, have ignored the effects on shock formation and propagation of 
amsotropy, nonlinear conduction, dlsperaon, and relaxation In this section we ~111 outline an 
exact mathematical formulation of some of these phenomena emphasizing chiefly the role of 
amsotropy and nonlinear conductlon and indicate how recent work on dlsslpatlve and mho- 
mogeneous quasllmear hyperbolic systems can be used to study the models obtained Electro- 
magnetic shock waves are usually quite difficult to observe, even m the case of ideal isotropy, 
with no conduction, no dlspeislon, and no relaxation (instantaneous response) the calculations 
m [l] and [3], e g the expression for s,,, m Section 2 1, indicate that whereas hocks always 
form the physical observation of these shocks depends on the magnitude of the largest mltlal 
gradient of the pulse Gradients which are extremely large, but still within the range of apph- 
cabdlty of classical physics, are needed in order that shock formation occur within physically 
observable distances of several meters (or less) In [3] the authors consider an mltlal Gaussian 
pulse of the form 
p(0, t) = p. exp (-4t*ltf), 
where p = niE21 8n 1s the approximate energy density m the wave and n, the nonlinear efractive 
index, t, 1s the mmal width of the Gaussian m time The expression for the maximum distance 
travelled until shock formatlon which 1s denved in [3] is of the form 
where v,, IS the lmear velocity of propagation of the wave Thus, s,, vanes mversely with (dpl 
dt)m,n which IS the largest negative slope of the initial pulse in time For Q-swltched pulses in 
C& the authors[3] mdlcate that r, IS about 10 nsec yleldmg an s, of about 5 meters, for a 
mode-locked laser, however, they[3] mdrcate that f, can be less than lo-” set and that pulse 
steepening (shock formatlon) can occur over propagation path lengths of less than a centimeter 
The basic conjecture which we now put forth is that anisotropy, nonlinear conduction, dlsperslon 
and relaxation may act as dissipative mechanisms in the govemmg evolution equations That 
dispersion and relaxation may interfere with shock formatlon has been touched upon m [3], 
[4] and [14] via appropnate (numencal) computations No study, as far as we can tell, has 
ever touched upon the mfluence of anisotropy or nonlinear conduction on shock formatlon m 
nonlinear electromagnetic matenals, even though no matenal IS perfectly lsotroplc and certainly 
no dlelectnc is a perfect nonconductor (especially when mteractmg W&I an intense hght wave 
of the type generated by a laser), we therefore begin by formulatmg a mathematical pproach 
to the mfluence of amsotropy and conduction on plane wave propagation m nonlinear dlelectncs 
We again consider plane waves of the form E = (0, Rx, 0, O), H = (0, 0, H(x, t)) and 
assume the matenal to be nonmagnetlc so that B = poH and thus B = (0, 0, B, (x, t)) Our 
assumption of anisotropy takes the form P = P(x, E(x, t)), 1 e P and E are not parallel m 
the media, specifically, we take 
Pk Wx, t)) =(6(x), P(E(x, 01, O), 6 E C’(~ 
with 
sup so, 
r~ 4 + su g XER+ ax I < 61, 60 > 0, 61 > 0 
Then by the definition of the electnc mductlon field 
D(x, t) = coE + P(x, E(x, t)) 
= (6(x), E&(X, r) + F'(E(x, t)), 0) 
= (4x), NE(x, G), 0) 
(2 16) 
(2 17) 
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Clearly, dlv B = 0 and dlv D = 86/8x so that &I/ax represents the free charge density In 
response to the E field, and by virtue of the existence of an effective free charge density ad(x)/ 
ax, the conduction vector J can be expected to be nonzero m the dlelectnc with J = 0(x, E)E 
(nonlinear Ohm’s law, the exphclt dependence of the conductlvlty 0 on posltlon 1s consistent 
with mhomogenelty) In view of our constltutlve assumptions 
J = (0, B(x, E(x, t))E(x, t), 01, (2 18) 
where 
and 
so that the equation expressmg conservation of charge is tnvlally satisfied As J = 0 the third 
of Maxwell’s equations must be modified so as to read 
J + aDi& = Vx H 
while the fourth equation is, of course, Just dlv D = as/ax With the assumption of plane- 
wave propagation these equations then reduce to the scalar quasllmear system 
WE) an 
6(x, E)E + - = - - 
at ax 
aB aE 
at=-% 
(2 19) 
Assuming agam that aD/aE > 0 so that 3 E with E(X, t) = 6(0(x, t)) we may rewnte (2 19) 
in conservation form as 
5 + ; z = -6(x, &'(D))&(D) = -C(x, D), 
(2 20) 
; + k'(D)% = 0, 
where Z(x, D) = 5(x, B(D))&(D) Clearly (2 20) IS an mhomogeneous conservation law of 
the form 
a.f,w !?$+_= 
ax 
g,(x, u) (2 21) 
with 
u= f(u) = g(x, u) = - 
The system (2 20) may be compared with that considered by Nlshlda[9] and Slemrod[ lo], 1 e 
w, - v, = 0, (n 2 0) (2 22) 
v, - f(w), = --av, 
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which yields the damped nonlinear wave equation 
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w,, + rrw, = l-(w),, 
Imtlal value problems for (2 22) have been shown m Ref 9 to have global C’ solutions 
(w, v) provided the mltlal gradients M:(x, 0), v,(x, 0) are sufficiently small m the C” norm 
while shocks have been shown to develop, m spite of the damping factor ,,, if these gradients 
are sufficiently large pomtwlse[ IO] Our system (2 20) leads to the wave equation 
D,, + Z’(x, D)D, = t (D),, (2 23) 
As 
Z’( , [) = d ‘(i)(b( , 6 (i)) - 4 (iM’( , 6 (Oh 
and P ‘(0 > 0, Vi E R’ (hyperbohclty), we conpzture that for sufficiently small mltlal gra- 
dients Dr(x, 0), B,(x, 0) solutions of IVP for (2 20) will also be globally smooth if L” 
( , i) > 0, 
but that shocks ~111 develop if these initial gradients are, pomtwlse, sufficiently large The 
analysis m [9], [lo] IS based on the equivalent system of equations satisfied by the Rlemann 
mvartants associated with (2 21) For our system (2 20) the Rlemann mvanants are again given 
by (2 5) where now, for the sake of simplicity, we normalize and take f10 = 1 Then (2 20) 
IS easily seen to be equivalent to 
r ’ = ---2(x, D), 2. = TZ(x, D), (2 24) 
where 
1 = aiat + La/ax, ’ = aiat - la/ax, A = +X@(D) 
As 
3p* such that 
D = p*(r - s) 
= /i*(a) 
Thus (2 24) assumes the form 
r ’ = -PC% p - ,I, 1 = aiat + A*(* - *)a/ax, 
* * =p(x,* -_I, ’ = aiat - I*(* - ,)a/ax, 
where 
(2 25) 
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Thus, one goal of further work m this area should be to mvestlgate the existence or nonexlstence 
of global smooth solutions for IVP for the system (2 25) beginning with the case where the 
conductlvlty 1s homogeneous so the p does not depend exphcltly on posltlon In this regard an 
attempt should be made to generalize and extend the results of Nlshlda[9] and Slemrod[ lo] for 
systems of the form 
c ‘= -;(x + *), >’ = + + ,) 
by exarmmng the behavior of T, s alon their respective charactenstlcs [m our problem the 
curves defined by dxldt = + e ,)) = ?J@*(fl - ,)) = i*(I - ,)I Such work 
is now in progress 
We note here that we could equally well work with E, H mstead of D, B If we set a(E) = 
dDlaE, b(H) = aBlaH (we do not now begin with the assumption that the media IS non- 
magnetic), d(E) = l/a(E), ~3 (H) = l/b(H), then (2 19) assumes the form 
E 
where 2(x, E) = -a(_~, E)d(E)E 
The charactenstlcs associated with (2 26) are given by 
and the left elgenvectors associated with 
0 s/(E) 
Z?(H) 0 
are 1 = (1, t~/s/(E)/(.%(H)) Using multiplication by the components of the first left ei- 
genvector to combme the equations m (2 26) m the standard fashion we fmd that 
E’ H’ -+-------_- z’(x, E) = 
vzimm A/m5 
- hi((E)B(x, E)E = -/1(x, E), 
where ’ = alat + Y/d(E)%? (H) d/&x denotes dlfferentlatlon along the charactenstlc 
dx 
dt= h’(E).3 (H) 
Thus if we define the Rlemann mvanants 
s(E, H) = I” a dC + I” a di, 
i(E, H) = f a dC - k a dC, 
0 0 
we have 
* ’ = -A(-& E), ; = -,,f@, E) 
In the nonmagnetlc case 
,=H+ 
I 
E m dC, i = -H-I- “adc 
0 I 0 
(2 27) 
and 
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I’ = -A(& E), A. = -A(& El (2 28) 
with 
1 = aiat + m a/ax, ’ = aiat - VZEj alax 
But, by (2 27), 
so 3g* s t E = g*(F + a) 
Setting 13(E) = dCcr/(E), we then have as a consequence of (2 28) 
I, + l.*(t + >)Y, = - Y(x, I + d), 
J, - l*(r + ,)>, = -Y(x, r + ,), 
(2 2% 
where 
J.*(r + ,) = n(g*(Y + ,)) = v’ <rJ(g*(r + i). 
Y(x, r + *) = +A(x, g*(F + 
= g*(F + a) + d’(g*(I + d))iT(X, g*(w + d )) 
Finally, 1f we do not speclallze to the case of a nonmagnetic matenal then 
so that we may set 
and 1n place of (2 29) we obtain 
r, + I*(P + J)(b*(r - J)P, = - Y(x, r + J), 
- I.*(, + J )t#l*(r - J )* = - Y(x, +f + J), (2 30) “, 
With Y(x, c + J ) as 1n (2 29) 
We could also approach these problems 1n terms of trying to apply and/or extend results 
on the existence and behavior of solutions to lnhomogeneous hyperbolic conservation laws of 
the form (2 21), where 1n our problem f(u) = ($$‘), when p(H) = const Wrth regard to such 
problems the existing literature 1s quite small but some Important recent work (Lm[ 111, Lru 
and L1[3 11, Dafermos and Hwao[ 131 and Dafermos[ 121) should prove to be of interest for our 
particular problem Lm[ 111, 1n fact, constructs a weak solution of (2 21) for the case where 
u = u(x, t) 1s an n vector, f 1s a smooth n-vector-valued fimctlon of u and g and ag/du are 
plecewlse continuous n-vector-valued functions of x which are contmuous 1n u, and studies 
their asymptotic behavior as t + +w It 1s assumed that t3f(u)/h has real and distinct elgen- 
values E.,(u) < &(u) < C E.,(u) for each u The analysis 1n [ 1 l] 1s based on a numerical 
scheme which generalizes the Gl1mm scheme[321 for hyperbolic conservation laws Among 
the results proven 1n [ 1 l] are the following 
(1) When the E,(u(x)) I = 1, 2, n are nonzero and the L’ norm of g(x, u(x)) 1s 
small for u(x) uniformly close to the lnltlal’data b(x), a global solution of the IVP for (2 21) 
exists and tends polntwise to a steady-state solution of af(u) = g(x, u) 
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(11) When each charactenstlc field 1s either genuinely nonlinear or 11nearly degenerate 
(Lax[30]) the solution tends uniformly to a linear superposltlon of shock waves, refraction 
waves, travelllng waves and a steady-state solution, however, these waves are determrned by 
the values of the initial data u&) at x = 2~ It 1s assumed, 1n the general case, that the initial 
data have small total vanation 
In [3 11, Lm and L1 study IVP for (2 21) under the assumption that g(x, u) has compact 
support m x, with pamcular emphasis on constructing nonlnteractlng wave patterns for con- 
servation laws with a general moving source term of the form 
aft4 $+-_= 
ax g(x - CT, u) 
(2 31) 
This system can be reduced to (2 21) under the change of vanables f(u) ++ f(u) - cu and 
x += x - ct In [ 131 Dafermos and Hs1ao consider IVP for systems of the form (2 2 1) with 
g(x, u(x, t)) ---* g(x, t, u(x, t)) and establish the existence of locally defined solutions with 
shock waves They prove the existence of globally defined solutions by lntroduclng an appro- 
pnate definition of dlsslpatlveness for the source g(x, t, u) and showing (v1a a comblnatlon of 
Ghmm’s scheme for conservation laws and the method of fractional steps) that 1ts effect 
counterbalances the wave amphficatlon due to 1nhomogene1ty 
Many of the existing results for systems of the form (2 2 1) 1n both R’ and R”, n > 1, 
with an emphasis on asymptotic behavior, are summarized 1n Dafermos[l2] while problems 
for particular forms of either the inhomogenelty g or the function f(u) have been treated by 
Lm[33] and Y1ng and Wang[34] 
Concerning the possible dlssipatlve effects of relaxation on the formation and evolution 
of shock waves 1n nonhnear electromagnetic matenals, we should be interested 1n replacing 
constltutlve relations of the form (1 41) by assumptions of either the form D(x, t) = 
C’-, (E(x, t))E(x, t) with 
i 03(x, t)) = ~0 + ’ c2(t - t)lE12(x, r) dz 
-P I --Z 
and 
E = (0, E(x, t). 0). H = (0, 0, H(x, t)), B=H 
or P = (0, P(x, t), 0) with 
f(X, t) = t (E(X, t)) = ’ u/(t - s)E2(x, T) dr 
-_ I -m 
(2 32) 
(2 33) 
In this latter case we would have D = (0, D(x, 0, 0) and 
D(x, t) = &&(X, t) + I ’ Y(t - r)E’(x, t) dr (2 34) -Z0 
It then follows that Maxwell’s equations reduce to the system of scalar quasilinear hyperbolic 
integrodifferential equations 
co $ + E = - Y(O)E*(x, t) - ’ Y,(t - r)D*(x, r) dr, 
-7? 
(2 35) 
With Rlemann mvanants 
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I =E+LH, 
G 
_I =E-Ll, 
60 
and 
’ = alar •t -!- a/ax, 
Go 
’ = aiat - -?- a/ax, 
GA 
we obtam the followm system of nonlinear mtegrodlfferentlal equations along the character- 
lstlcs dxldt = rt 11 2 E,, 
r ’ = - a Y(O)(, + ,)2 - $ !?‘,(t - r)(t + >)2(x, T) dr 
DZ 
_1 
- = 
- a Y(O)(l + “)2 - - $ Y,(t - r)(r + J)~(x, r) dr 
5 
If we follow the constltutlve hypothesis (2 32), instead of (2 33), then we obtain, m place of 
(2 38) the system 
[ i 
I 
to + .s2(t - r)E’(x, 5) dr -x 1 
= -&2(O)i?(X, t) - - E2(t - r)E2(x, r) dr E(x, t), (2 37) 
whose charactenstlcs are defined by the equations 
1 
-l/2 
c2(t - t)E2(x, T) dr 
The system (2 36) has the advantage of possessmg families of parallel straight lines as char- 
actenstlc curves m the x, t plane but dlstortlon of propagating waves may occur due to the 
nonlinear source terms on the nght-hand sides of these equations, an analysis paralleling the 
work of MacCamy[35, 361 and HattonI on matenals with memory may be possible The 
form of the constltutlve hypothesis (2 32) more closely follows the formulation m [3] than does 
(2 33) and a numerical treatment in [3] indicates that a rarefaction shock may still build up 
The importance of consldenng relaxation effects m electromagnetic media IS emphasized m 
Kataev[7] who indicates that equations (1 4) 
can be invalid for matenal media (if there 1s) a lag In the change m induced fields which 
occurs m response to a rapld change in the field mtensities in the media Thus lag m the 
reactions may be attnbutable to the magnetic or dleiectnc vlscoslty of the medium 
Up to this point we have totally Ignored the role that dispersion might play m propagation 
of waves m nonlinear electromagnetic media In a linear dlelectnc (P = .s~xE) where the 
dlmenslonless coefficient ): 1s the polanslblllty of the medium and E sat&es the wave equation 
AE - t~,+~(l + ,y)a2EIat2 = 0, (2 38) 
so that the wave speed 1s given by i = (~~~~(1 + x)-“~} and the refractive index n = c/e = 
(1 + y)“‘, dispersion and relaxation are usually mtroduced mto the lmear theory by replacing L 
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the above constltutlve relation between P and E by the Lorentz equation 
i a2P 
- 7 + P = E,,/E 
,,,; at- 
For a wave having an E field with monochromatic frequency w (2 41) leads to the well-known 
result that n2 = 1 + /I/l jj/(,,, i - r,,2) One way of introducing dlsperslon mto the nonlinear 
optics relations (1 4) for an lsotroplc media (which we also assume to be nonmagnetic) would 
be to take 
& = &(I0 ) E) = &g(w) + E2(“‘)F 
and consider the propagation of plane waves m which E has the form (0, 
E(x, t) = Re (E,,(x)~-‘~‘&‘~), k the wave number 
The corresponding reduction of Maxwell’s equations IS a straightforward 
(2 40) 
E, 0) with. 
(2 41) 
matter and will not 
be pursued here (although it IS being pursued by this author wlthm the scope of the general 
research program described above) We conclude this subsection by noting that both the nu- 
mencal studies of Fisher and Buhel[ 141 as well as the earlier numerical studies of Shlmlzu[38] 
have shown that shocks can form on the leading edge of pulses m a CsZ laser when dispersion 
and nonlmearlty are considered simultaneously 
3 ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOCK WAVE FORMATION IN NONLINEAR 
DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER TRANSMISSION LINES 
Shock formation and propagation m nonlinear transmlsslon lmes has been studied by a 
number of authors (see Ref 7 and the references to some of the Russian hterature cited therem, 
[ 15, 16, 42, 431) As Jeffrey[ 161 points out, the method of analysts that IS used for lmear 
systems does not easily generahze to the study of nonlinear dlstnbuted parameter transmlsslon 
lines since the customary procedure m the linear theory IS to convert the two first order 
transmlsslon line equations mto a smgle second order equation, the well-known equation of 
telegraphy When the transmlsslon lme IS nonlinear, the voltage and current are no longer 
solutions to the linear telegrapher’s equation and superposltlon of solutions no longer applies 
(Further developments m this vem require that the nonlmeanty be slmphfied via approximations 
of various kinds, as m Ostrovskn[43]) 
Landauer[ 151 and Rlley[42] both exploited the formal eqmvalence between the nonlmear 
transmlsslon lme equations and the one-dlmenslonal Isentropic gas flow equations to study 
nonlmear transmlsslon lme behavior In fact, Landauer’s work[ 151 represents a direct application 
of the methods of gas dynamlcs[41] while Rlley’s[42] contains an application of the work m 
[ 1.51 to a nonlmear transmlsslon lme mvolvmg a voltage dependence capacitance, but Jeffrey[ 161 
notes that neither of the author’s([ 15, 421) “considered the problem of when a continuous wave 
propagating down a nonlmear transmlsslon lme first becomes dwontmuous and forms an 
electromagnetic shock wave”, he considers m Ref 16 an ldeahzed transmlsslon lme with 
dlstnbuted parameters C(v) the capacitance, R the resistance, L the self-Inductance and G the 
leakage conductance per unit length of the hne (Rg I) 
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Here v(x, r) IS the voltage at a point whrch IS x umts distant from an ongm taken m the 
line, we also denote by I(X, t) the current at (x, t) and note that by defimtlon C(v) = dQldv, 
where Q(v) IS the voltage dependent charge per umt length of the lme Ohm’s and Klrchoff’s 
laws when apphed to the element of the transmlsslon lme depicted above yield the system of 
equations 
In (3 1) the analysis 
the equivalent form 
L$+$+Rt=O, 
C(v) 2 + $ + Gv = 0 
(3 I) 
m Ref 16 assumes that L, R and G are constant It 1s clear that (3 1) has 
(l), + (A) lE)(:). = (- ;iv)) 
V 
(3 2) 
of an mhomogeneous quasllmear hyperbolic system d C(v) = dQldv > 0 In fact, the asso- 
elated charactenstics are clearly defined by dxldt = 1 /m For C independent of v, 
C = C,, = const , Jeffrey concludes[ 161 that 
-g(;)“‘+ v) = -(-& + Ev) 
along solutions of dxldt = - 1 Ia and 
gl(LJ2 - v) = -(-& - ;v) 
(3 3a) 
(3 3b) 
along solutions of tildt = - 11 aO, and shows that I and v both propagate along the linear 
line with attenuation factor -G/C,, d R/L = G/C,, In attempting, however, to show that an 
electromagnetic shock forms m the lme with C = C(v) > 0, K = G = 0 he incorrectly [his 
Eqns (4 la) and (4 lb)] claims that along solutions of dxldt = al/m, respectively, 
;&-J2 + v) = 0
and 
; (l(&)“2 - v) = 0, 
whereas the appropnate Rlemann mvanants must now be taken as 
‘(I, v) = 2 + -& m dt-, 
(3 4) 
That I, a as defined by (3 4) are constant along the respective charactenstlcs defined by 
dx/dr = 2 1 lm follows directly from (3 2) with R = G = 0, shock formation for IVP 
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associated with (3 2), with R = G = 0, 1s then a consequence of the results of Lax[27] for 
the genuinely nonlinear situation Q”(0) f 0 or Klamerman and MaJda[29] for the case of 
compactly supported mitral data 1(x, O), v(x, 0) with Q”(i) Z 0 on every open Interval of R’ 
Even allowing for the incorrect form for the Rlemann mvanants m [ 161, shock formation IS 
obtained m this paper only for waves propagating into a constant state L,,, v0 and follows from 
the fact that charactenstlcs of one family adJacent to the constant state have constant slope and 
are thus straight lines Moreover, the shocks obtained are weak in the sense that the fields are 
reqmred to be everywhere continuous o that “shock formation” mvolves the development of 
Jump dlscontmultles m the first denvatlves of the fields For the model (3 2) with R’ + G’ # 
0, Jeffrey shows [16, section 51 that dlscontmultles form if either 
or 
(11) >o and 
where the zero subscnpt mdlcates evaluation at the constant state ahead of the wave-front race 
and the superposed - indicates the hmitmg value along the wave-front race However, as 
Q = Q(v) and C(v) = dQldv > 0 the expression 
Q(v) = j-” C(i) d< 
“0 
may be inverted to yield v = 7-(Q) and the mhomogeneous system (3 2) may be rewntten m 
conservation form as 
al i 
z + ,WQ,,. = -Rz, 
aQ al 
z + z = -GT*(Q) 
(3 5) 
If G = 0 (no leakage current between the conductors) then by drrect analogy with the damped 
quasilinear system (2 21) ( w + Q, v + 1, f + (l/L)v and a -+ R) it should follow from the 
work of Nlshlda[9] and Slemrod[ lo] that C’ solutions of IVP for (3 5), and thus also for (3 l), 
should exist globally If r,(x, 0) and QX(x, 0) are sufficiently small m the C’ norm, but that 
shocks should develop if either of these mitral gradients 1s suffiolently large at some point m 
the transmlsslon line, this contrasts harply with the results of Jeffrey[l6] cited above where 
dlscontmultles are proven to form (albeit, weak shocks) if &Q(v),, < 0 and the wave IS prop- 
agating mto a constant state Work IS now m progress which mvolves analyzing the system 
(3 5), with G # 0, by rewntmg (3 5) in terms of the appropnate Rlemann mvanants and 
studymg the behavior of these Rlemann mvanants along then respective charactenstlcs, mthis 
sense the study of (3 5) 1s expected to have close connections with the study of the systems 
(2 25), (2 29), and (2 30) 
In the model considered m [7], Kataev begins with the equations 
a@ av 
x+-=0, 
ax 
aQ at 
y-$+-= -J, 
ax 
(3 6) 
where J IS the leakage current and Q, the magnetic flux per unit length between the conductors 
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The connection with (3 1) 1s that 0 = @(I), L(I) = a@/az (the dlfferentlal inductance), 
J = ./(I, v) = G(l, v) v and, as previously assumed, Q = Q(v), m (3 l), where R # 0, It 
has been assumed that L(I) and the conductance G(v, I) are constant Kataev[‘l] then speclahzes 
to the case where L(z) = L,, = const , C(v) = Co = const and thus obtains from (3 6) the 
system 
(3 7) 
whose charactenstlcs, defined by dxldt = 51 /mO, are straight lines (we assume that 
L,C, > 0) He looks for solutions of (3 7) m the form of stationary shocks, 1 e for solutions 
which are functions of w = x - /?t, where p 1s the velocity of propagation, in this case 
I = I(W), v = v(w) and (2 7) becomes 
v - v, = PL,G - LO)? 
- W(w), v(w)) v(w) (3 8) 
after mtegratlon of the first equation In (3 8), zo, v. refer to the mltlal values of the current 
and voltage Solutions of (3 8) are then sought for which I + lo as w + + CC and z + lo + to 
as w + + ~0, where lo 1s the amplitude of the stationary wave, this 1s achieved by integrating 
(3 8) 
(1 - ;‘Loc,) = 1: GiL PLo<l dc - 10) + vol [Lo/M - 1) + vol 
and then lmposmg the boundary condltlons o as to conclude that 
(a) for z. < z < z. + f. and v = @,(I - lo) + v,, G(z, v) > 0 
(b) - 1s dlvergent for v = /X,(z - zo) + v, 
when z = to and z = to + f. A further analysis then shows that (a) and (b) requn-e that as we 
approach points on the profile of the wave G(r, v) + 0 yleldmg (m Kataev’s notation) at each 
point on the profile a relation of the form v = y(l) Taking this last relation mto account, 
Kataev then rewntes the first equation in the system (3 7) m 
Z+ -(Lo/y)$ 
for which (approximate) simple wave solutions of the form 
the form 
(3 9) 
(3 10) 
are immediate The development of dlscontmultles m the current I now follows nnmedlately, 
under obvious condmons on r(l), via a direct computation of the gradient r, A more satisfactory 
approach to the study for (3 7) m our opmion, consists of mtroducmg the Rlemann mvanants 
*(z, v) = V& 1 f cov, J(l, v) = l&l - v& (3 11) 
which satisfy (along then respective charactenstlcs defined by dxldt = l/mo) the 
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equations 
‘= 1 .- 
- 2-0 
G,(x + ,, r - ,) (f - >). 
> ’ = 
1 
+-G,(c +.,fi ->) (r -a), 
2a0 
(3 12) 
where, 
G,(s +.,x ->)=G 
The mhomogeneous terms on the nght-hand side of (3 12) slmphfy considerably If the con- 
ductance G(I, v) 1s mdependent of the current 1 
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